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– A single mandatory and suspensory administrative merger control system, rather than 
the current process of voluntarily choosing between three routes: an informal merger 
review, merger authorisation or the Federal Court. 

– Requiring merger parties to notify the ACCC of a proposed merger above a monetary 
threshold.

: Providing the ACCC with a power to ‘call in’ mergers under the threshold that it 
has reason to believe may be likely to substantially lessen competition. 

: The inclusion of a call-in power will mean the notification thresholds can be set 
relatively high, reducing the overall compliance cost to business.

: We anticipate the threshold would be set so that the number of mergers 
assessed by the ACCC would be similar to now (around 300-400 per year), but 
coupled with the call-in power the system will be better targeted, with less 
regulatory burden on mergers that do not pose competition risks. 

: Upfront information requirements give the ACCC the ability to efficiently and 
effectively differentiate (and approve) benign mergers from those requiring 
greater scrutiny.

: Charging cost recovery fees to at least partly, if not fully, offset against additional 
Treasury and ACCC costs for this proposal, consistent with cost recovery 
principles. 

– The ACCC will be the first instance administrative decision-maker with responsibility to 
assess whether a merger would have the effect, or likely effect, of substantially 
lessening competition in any market and make a decision to approve, approve subject 
to remedies or disallow the merger.

– Such a proposal would see the ACCC shift from seeking judicial enforcement to an 
economics-based administrative decision-maker. This would require changes to 
culture, capability and practice.

– Merger parties and third parties wanting to dispute the ACCC decision being able to 
seek review in the Australian Competition Tribunal on a ‘limited merits’ basis.

• Considering stakeholder views, the above package would strike a good balance in providing 
businesses with a system that is more predictable and welcoming of investment yet equipping 
the ACCC with new tools to detect and address mergers that pose competition risks.

• While this package includes most of the ACCC’s proposal, there are a few aspects of the ACCC 
proposal which are difficult to justify given stakeholder views. Most notably, this includes 
altering the merger test so that the ACCC would not grant approval unless satisfied the merger 
would not be likely to substantially lessen competition (the ‘satisfaction test’). 

– This element of the ACCC’s proposal is presented by some stakeholders as “reversing 
the onus of proof”, and would in effect significantly increase the burden of proof on all 
merger parties, not just those that present genuine competition risks.
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Signature Date:      /      /2024

KEY POINTS

Treasury recommends introduction of a mandatory, suspensory administrative merger control 
system

• Treasury conducted public consultation on merger reform between 20 November 2023 and 
19 January 2024 (MS23-002263 refers).

• Following strong support from our Expert Advisory Panel and close consultation with the ACCC, 
we have now settled key aspects of our reform proposal to deliver Australia a stronger, 
streamlined merger system for a modern economy.

– The key features of a new system, which remain largely in line with advice of 
15 January 2024 on early consultation feedback (MS24-000036 refers), are set out in 
an updated draft public-facing Government decision at Attachment A, and summarised 
in Attachment B. 

– The Expert Panel was “very supportive of the general approach that has been put 
forward: adopting a mandatory and suspensory administrative system. In short: the 
Panel ‘support[s] the changes proposed but [are] against the reversal of onus’. The 
Panel consider[s] that the new system would provide, and it was important to provide, 
increased power to the ACCC so that it can detect, review and take action to stop anti-
competitive mergers, including serial acquisitions.” The Expert Panel has confirmed this 
view can be made public. 
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• Our proposal strengthens the ACCC. It better equips the ACCC to protect Australian consumers 
against anti-competitive mergers. It is more accessible and transparent for stakeholders likely 
to be affected by an anti-competitive merger, including consumers and small businesses. And it 
is fair for business – simpler, faster and more certain. Key features include:

– From 1 January 2026, a single mandatory and suspensory administrative merger 
control system, replacing the existing three voluntary pathways of: informal merger 
review; merger authorisation; or Federal Court proceedings.

– The ACCC will be the expert, first-instance administrative decision-maker improving 
outcomes: mergers will be assessed by an expert agency, supported by rigorous legal 
and economic analysis.

: Compared to judicial merger control systems, administrative merger control 
systems are quicker, cheaper and permit greater focus on economic analysis 
leading to improved outcomes. Administrative systems harness the knowledge 
and expertise of the competition authority to efficiently assess the complex 
competition effects of mergers. Importantly, transparency and accessibility – for 
merger parties, stakeholders, consumers and the community – is significantly 
greater under an administrative model.

: Six members of the G7 (France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, 
European Union) and around three quarters of OECD Members have 
administrative merger control systems (including other advanced economies 
such as Spain, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and South Korea).

– The ACCC will assess whether a merger would have the effect, or be likely to have the 
effect, of substantially lessening competition which includes if it creates, strengthens 
or entrenches a position of substantial market power in any market.

: Extending the widely understood ‘substantial lessening of competition’ test to 
emphasise the importance of the competitive structure of the market in 
assessment of competitive effects ensures more effective review of mergers by 
businesses with substantial market power. 

– The ACCC can account for the cumulative effect of all mergers within the previous 
3 years by merger parties in its competition assessment. This is a targeted measure to 
address concerns with ‘serial’ acquisitions and industry roll up strategies that have 
been an issue in many essential consumer-facing sectors – groceries, healthcare, pet 
stores, childcare, petrol and liquor retailing. 

– Mandatory notification of mergers above a monetary and/or market share threshold 
will ensure the ACCC is apprised of those mergers most likely to impact Australian 
consumers if anti-competitive. Thresholds will be subject to further consultation and 
set in regulation so can be varied over time to remain appropriately calibrated.

: Targeted thresholds mean the mergers notified to the ACCC are expected to be 
different, and the overall volume is expected to be similar to present volume 
(approximately 300 a year). Businesses can also voluntarily notify a merger.
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: To protect against a future scenario of high-risk mergers not being captured, the 
system provides for a power for a Treasury minister to introduce, additional 
targeted notification obligations if evidence indicates mergers likely to cause 
harm are not being captured.

: Notified mergers will be charged cost recovery fees, scaled to reflect complexity 
and risk with mergers which require a more in-depth assessment facing higher 
fees. An exemption from fees will be available for small business.

: Clear and obligatory upfront information requirements will ensure the ACCC has 
the information to promptly differentiate benign mergers from those which raise 
competition concerns. 

– Suspension of a merger ensures the ACCC has sufficient time to complete a rigorous 
assessment of the merger’s impact on competition.

: Treasury will take advice and consult on timelines for the ACCC to issue its 
determination, but the ACCC estimates that 80% to 90% of notified mergers will 
be cleared within 4 weeks.

– Penalties will apply for failure to notify, for giving effect to a merger before or contrary 
to the ACCC’s determination, and for providing false or misleading information. A 
merger will be void and unenforceable if goes ahead without the ACCC’s 
determination. 

– The ACCC will have the ability to approve a merger considered to substantially lessen 
competition if the ACCC is satisfied the merger will deliver substantial offsetting public 
benefits. This adopts the existing – reversal of onus – test from the merger 
authorisation regime which we consider remains appropriate. 

: Staging public benefits sequentially provides more ‘off-ramps’ and ensures 
timelines for the competition analysis are consistent with international best 
practice. 

– ACCC determinations will be subject to limited merits review by the Australian 
Competition Tribunal. This brings economic and business expertise to reviews of ACCC 
decisions and better supports community and consumer engagement. Limited merits 
review supports timely scrutiny of ACCC decisions and a fast-track option will also be 
available. Judicial review of Tribunal determinations will be available in the Federal 
Court. 

: Limited merits review means the Tribunal can substitute the ACCC’s decision for 
a correct or more preferable decision but must do so on the same material 
before the ACCC allowing for a change of circumstances. This appropriately 
balances procedural fairness and mitigates strategic behaviour by incentivising 
the merger parties to place relevant information before the ACCC.

: Specialist knowledge and expertise afforded by the Tribunal enables it to resolve 
technical commercial, economic and other policy issues in a fair, efficient, 
effective, prompt, cost-effective and relatively informal manner. The model of a 
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specialist competition tribunal has been adopted in several other countries, 
including the United Kingdom, Norway, India and South Africa.

– The Takeovers Panel replaced the Federal Court in March 2000 as the primary forum 
for resolving takeover disputes to allow disputes to be resolved as quickly and 
efficiently as possible, avoid tactical litigation and free up court resources. Competition 
issues will no longer be separately assessed under the Foreign Acquisitions and 
Takeovers Act 1975, removing regulatory duplication. 

• We also propose a 3-year statutory review to evaluate the functioning of the new system and 
other related measures to support a better understanding of how mergers affect the 
economy and inform future policy settings. This will include annual ACCC reporting on 
mergers and enhanced merger data evaluation.

Treasury anticipates strong support from consumer, agriculture and small business stakeholders 
and mixed support from business for Treasury model

• Treasury’s extensive stakeholder consultation  has indicated there 
is support from a range of key stakeholders for reform of Australia’s merger control system. 

– Consumer groups, agribusinesses, small businesses, retail and grocery industry groups 
and academics support a mandatory and suspensory administrative merger control 
system to give the ACCC the tools it needs, and reform to capture mergers that create, 
strengthen or entrench substantial market power. 

: Consumer groups highlighted adverse consumer outcomes in highly 
concentrated sectors – grocery, banking, telecommunications, energy, insurance, 
and the digital economy. 

: Farming groups raised concerns about market concentration in supply chains, 
with limited options for buying inputs and selling products impacting their ability 
to sell produce at competitive prices. Farming and consumer groups advocated 
for increased transparency to facilitate engagement with ACCC merger reviews.

: Consumer groups and small business strongly supported giving the ACCC the 
tools it needs to efficiently prevent harmful mergers and advocated for increased 
transparency to facilitate engagement with ACCC merger reviews.

: Academics highlighted the significant evidentiary challenges for the ACCC to 
prevent anti-competitive mergers in court and lack of economic analysis. 

: Retail and grocery industry groups suggested reform focused on targeting 
concentrated markets, the dominant supermarkets, serial acquisitions and 
greater analysis of both price and non-price effects of anti-competitive mergers. 
Also noted that any reform should minimise regulatory burden. 

– Large businesses and their legal advisers generally prefer the flexibility and voluntary 
nature of the existing approach with the Federal Court as the decision-maker but 
acknowledge improvements could be made to timeliness, transparency and certainty. 
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:  
 

: We anticipate opposition to some elements of reform, particularly extending the 
‘substantial lessening of competition’ test to enable effective review of mergers 
by businesses with substantial market power, the reduced role for the Federal 
Court, limited rather than full merits review by the Tribunal, and the introduction 
of cost-recovery fees for all merger notifications.

– There was significant opposition from business and their advisors, tech and property 
industry groups, superannuation funds and international groups to ‘reversing the onus’ 
that would see it fall to merger proponents to establish to the ACCC’s satisfaction that 
a proposed merger would not be anti-competitive.

• A Q&A to support you managing stakeholder reactions is at Attachment C.

Next steps

Clearance Officer
Owen Freestone
Assistant Secretary
Competition Review Taskforce
Ph: 02 6263 2695
26 February 2024

Contact Officer

Deputy Chief Advisor
Competition Review Taskforce
Ph: 

CONSULTATION

Law Division; Market Conduct and Digital Division; Foreign Investment Division; Financial System 
Division, Australian Centre for Evaluation, Australian Competition and Consumer Commission; 
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet; Department of Finance; Department of Industry, 
Science and Resources; Attorney-General’s Department
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ATTACHMENTS

B: One page summary of merger reform proposal
C: Draft Q&A
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ATTACHMENT C – Q&A

Why is change needed?

• To strengthen the ACCC’s ability to detect and stop harmful mergers.
– Harmful mergers increase prices, reduce innovation, and can have long term 

detrimental effects on consumers, suppliers, smaller businesses and competitors.

– Harmful mergers increase market concentration, strengthen comfortable oligopolies, 
create barriers to entry or expansion, reduce economic dynamism and stifle growth. 

What evidence do you have to support this change? 

• We have spoken to diverse stakeholders and there is a clear message: Australia’s current ‘ad 
hoc’ merger process is unfit for protecting competition in a modern economy and hasn’t 
kept up with the best practice of Australia’s peers.
– For business, the current merger review timeframes are unpredictable and often too 

long, resulting in unnecessary delays and costs. 

– For the ACCC, the current system hampers its ability to detect and take action to 
prevent anti-competitive mergers particularly serial or ‘roll-up’ acquisitions, that drive 
up prices and reduce the choice for Australian consumers. Parties can and do seek to 
bypass the current system and avoid scrutiny. Research by the Competition Taskforce 
shows for each merger the ACCC is currently aware of there are 2 to 3 more mergers 
taking place.

– For consumers, they are not just losing out from a lack of competition, but the current 
approach is not accessible or transparent.

How does this new system solve this?

• The new system is stronger for consumers, fairer for business, and better for 
decision-makers, be it those in business or the ACCC.

• Stronger for consumers: 
– Consumers can have more confidence that ACCC can detect, review and act to prevent 

anti-competitive mergers which impact the cost of living, in sectors like retail, 
healthcare and supply chains.

– Mandatory notification means anti-competitive mergers won’t escape scrutiny.

• Fairer for business:
– This system is faster and more certain for benign or pro-competitive mergers.

– It has clearer information requirements and fast-track review options.

– It’s a single path, targeted and risk-based, with the ACCC as an expert administrative 
decision maker.
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• Better for decision makers:
– The ACCC is significantly better equipped to detect, review, and act against anti-

competitive mergers. 

– This new system makes decision-making transparent, facilitating greater community 
engagement. Everyone gains access to more information about mergers reviewed by 
the ACCC and reasons for decisions.

How will this reform contribute to lowering the cost of living for Australians?

• Competitive markets are the best way of keeping prices low and to offer choice and better-
quality products. The reforms will achieve this by better equipping the ACCC to detect and 
prevent anti-competitive mergers.

• This includes serial acquisitions, and mergers by firms with substantial market power in key 
sectors such as supermarkets, liquor, healthcare, that affect the cost of living for Australians.

Is this an attack on big business?

• No. The reforms will make the merger system faster, simpler and more streamlined for 
businesses, bringing Australia into line with OECD best practice. 

• Unlike now, timeframes for ACCC reviews will be set out in law. This will improve 
predictability, transparency and timing of decisions and reduce compliance costs for the vast 
majority of businesses involved in mergers.

• All businesses across Australia rely on competition, as much as consumers, to manage the 
cost of doing business, to have choice of suppliers and buyers. They stand to benefit from a 
system that better addresses anti-competitive mergers and substantial market power.

Why is the Government not adopting the ACCC’s proposal, supported by Allan Fels, Rod Sims and 
Gina Cass-Gottlieb?

• These reforms strike the right balance, adopting most elements of the ACCC’s proposal. They 
give the ACCC a much better toolkit and Chair Gina Cass-Gottlieb is fully behind them.

• We will not be proceeding with the ACCC’s proposal that merger parties need to satisfy the 
ACCC that a merger is not anti-competitive before a merger is approved. The Government 
considers that with a stronger, better-equipped ACCC under the new system, there are 
currently insufficient grounds for adopting this element of the ACCC’s proposal.  

• The ACCC’s proposal to have merger parties satisfy the ACCC that a merger will not 
substantially lessen competition significantly changes the onus and would be inconsistent 
with our international peers.

• Many stakeholders cited risks:

– It would effectively introduce a presumptive ‘ban’ on mergers unless proponents could 
prove they are ‘innocent’.
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– It could increase the burden on businesses, impacting business dynamism, investment 
and flow of capital in Australia.

Shouldn’t the onus be on the merger parties to prove their merger won’t be anti-competitive, as 
the ACCC previously proposed?

• These reforms give the ACCC a much better toolkit to prevent anti-competitive mergers 
while ensuring Australia is in line with standard practice across the OECD. 

• Rules need to be reasonable and well adjusted. ‘Reversing the onus’ would substantially 
increase the burden on businesses, and would be especially challenging for new and 
emerging businesses in nascent, innovative industries.

• The ACCC will be much better equipped under the new system including through an 
expanded competition test that targets mergers that would “entrench or extend market 
power” as well as clear information requirements for merger parties. 

The United Kingdom has a voluntary system so why does Australia need a mandatory system?

• The UK has a voluntary administrative merger control regime which is handled by the 
Competition and Markets Authority (CMA).

• However, in the UK, to ensure mergers are notified, the CMA has an ability to injunct a 
merger to suspend or halt a merger, even after completion. In Australia, this power resides 
with the Federal Court.

• In addition, the CMA continuously monitors the market and has substantial visibility over 
mergers likely to have an impact on competition through close alignment of the UK economy 
with the EU (whose Member States have public mandatory and suspensory administrative 
regimes).

How many mergers will the ACCC review each year?

• Treasury intends to consult on the thresholds but we anticipate that the number of mergers 
will be similar to now – approximately 300 a year. 

• But different mergers will be notified – we are introducing a targeted, risk-based system so it 
will be those mergers which if anti-competitive would have the greatest impact on 
consumers.

How much will fees for a notifiable merger be?

• All mergers subject to review will be charged cost recovery fees, scaled to reflect complexity 
and risk with mergers more at risk of harming the economy facing higher fees.

• Treasury intends to consult on fees later this year. Treasury’s indicative figure would be 
$50,000-100,000 for most mergers.
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What are the likely time periods for ACCC review?

• Treasury intends to consult on timelines but a majority of mergers are expected to be 
resolved in the first phase of review, taking up to 30 working days and as little as 15 working 
days. The ACCC estimates that 80% to 90% of notified mergers will be cleared within 
4 weeks.

• The more in-depth second phase review takes up to 90 working days – 6 months in total. A 
public benefit application would take an additional 50 working days. 

If the ANZ/Suncorp matter had been assessed under the proposed system, what change in 
timeframes would be expected? 

• Improvements can be made to improve the efficiency of the system and timeliness of 
decisions. 

• The proposed reform would provide more ‘off-ramps’ as public benefits are argued 
sequentially, not concurrently and introduces a fast-track option for Tribunal review. 

– This ensures the timelines for competition analysis are consistent with international 
best practice (6 months). Even with a public benefits assessment and Tribunal review, 
our proposed timing is just over 12 months.

– In ANZ/Suncorp, the ACCC took around eight months to make its decision and the 
Tribunal around six months.

Which mergers will be notifiable?

• Treasury intends to consult on which mergers are notifiable including monetary and market 
share thresholds to give certainty to business. 

Will the ACCC have a call-in power for mergers below the thresholds?

• The ACCC will not have the ability to ‘call-in’ mergers below the thresholds for review. A call-
in power would undermine the certainty that notification thresholds provide. 

• Clear notification thresholds provide certainty for businesses, enabling them to be aware of 
their obligations upfront and avoiding last minute surprises for deal-making.

• If evidence indicates mergers likely to cause harm are not being captured, additional 
targeted notification thresholds may be introduced. 
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Will the ACCC be able to provide a waiver for mergers that don’t raise competition concerns?

• The ACCC will not have the ability to issue a ‘waiver’ for mergers that do not raise 
competition concerns. As part of the new system, from day 15 of the initial review phase, 
the ACCC will be able to provide a fast-track determination.

Why is the Government replacing the Federal Court as the decision-maker?

• The Competition Review was established not only to make recommendations about laws, 
but also institutions. Are our institutions best placed to support competitive outcomes, are 
the right institutions making the decisions?

– The Federal Court is constrained by rules of evidence, by process, and what it can 
consider. 

– Judicial process is by its very nature adversarial, and with over 3000 filings in 2022-23 
(a 15% growth in filings attributed largely to corporate matters), it can be a slow path 
through a system in great demand. 

• The ACCC acting as an expert administrative decision-maker will ensure greater economic 
rigour is brought to the assessment of mergers. Decisions will be based on economic and 
legal analysis and robust assessment of data.

• ACCC determinations will be subject to limited merits review by the Australian Competition 
Tribunal. Judicial review of the Tribunal’s decisions will remain with the Federal Court.

Why should business trust the ACCC to be the decision-maker, particularly with a poor track 
record of litigating/challenging mergers?

• The ACCC is entrusted to protect competition and consumers. It has immense expertise on 
these matters, and this new system will build on that and empower it, providing more 
visibility and a better forum for decision-making.

• The ACCC will need to change, as it takes on a new role. Culture, capability, and practice will 
change. From litigant to administrator. From participant to steward. 

• Government is committed to the success of this system. It will appropriately resource the 
ACCC and is making the changes necessary to implement this new system successfully.
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How will confidentiality requirements related to foreign investment  reviews be handled in an 
environment where all mergers are public? 

• Foreign investment review will continue to be confidential. To the extent that FIRB require 
assistance from the ACCC for whatever reason that would be confidential. 

• The ACCC’s review will be on the basis of the information it receives directly from the 
merger parties or third parties; the public register information will only include basic 
information about a merger. The ACCC’s reasons for its decision will be redacted for 
confidential information. 

What is the measure of success for these reforms, how will you know if they have worked?

• Government is committed to the success of these reforms. This is a stronger, fairer and 
better system. These are our goals and the measure of success is to see that in practice.

• Government will work with the ACCC and stakeholders to implement the system effectively, 
will monitor its progress, and intends to review the system in 3 years to make sure we’re 
hitting those goals.

What were the views of the expert panel on this? Is this the system they proposed or support?

• The expert panel is deliberately a group of diverse voices representing different sectors and 
backgrounds. Their views along with stakeholder input informed Government’s decisions on 
this system. Their advice is confidential, though individual panel members are free to speak 
in their own capacities.
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